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About AFME
The Association for Financial Markets in Europe (AFME) is the voice
of Europe’s wholesale financial markets. We represent the leading
global and European banks and other significant capital market players.
We believe that liquid capital markets and a well-functioning banking
system are central to any successful modern economy.
AFME advocates stable, competitive, sustainable European financial
markets that support economic growth and benefit society.
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A message from Rick Watson, Head of Capital Markets, AFME
Open dialogue among participants is part of the life-blood of markets, and
one of the most important raisons d’être for the Association for Financial
Markets in Europe. So in order to deepen the dialogue between sell-side and
buy-side about key trading issues, AFME has commissioned some market
research among members of the buy-side community about their fixedincome trading experience in the past couple of years, their expectations
and their views on certain legislative proposals. We are pleased to present
the findings in this booklet.
We engaged Cicero, a research and communications consultancy, to carry
out 100 buy-side interviews, ensuring a balanced sample of European
countries and types of organisation. The findings provide a useful snapshot
of where the fixed-income market stands in terms of trading volumes and
liquidity and also of the transition from voice to electronic trading. They
also offer some interesting pointers to opportunities and potential threats
in the future.

The good news, though not surprising in light of recovery from the
financial crisis, is that fixed-income trading has increased in the past two
years. Liquidity, though, is seen as patchy, and it is worth noting that over
one-third of respondents (36%) reported a decline in liquidity, particularly
in the trading of high-yield and investment-grade credit and covered bonds.
One clear message from the survey highlights the risk of further negative
impact on liquidity from legislative proposals that would require disclosure
of firm quotes, as in the pre-trade transparency requirements contained in
the MiFID II draft regulation. Of those investors polled, 56% said they believe
that compulsory disclosure of firm quotes to other market participants
without the possibility to tier prices will have a negative impact on market

activity through: a decline in trading volumes, a reduction in transaction
size (compromising the execution of large orders), an increase in the cost
of trading, or a stop to trading altogether. It is important that political
decision-makers and regulators recognise these damaging potential effects
on trading and liquidity – and a corresponding increased cost of using the
markets at a time when the economy is in desperate need of capital-market
funding.

Another interesting finding concerns the structure of the market and
the migration from voice to electronic trading. The indications from this
survey are that this migration, while clearly underway, is taking place
at a considerably slower pace than is often described in the press. As
importantly, buy-side respondents overall believe that both electronic and
voice execution are important to maintain liquidity. Also, 23% of smaller
firms (as defined by AUM <€5m) expressed their preference for voice
execution only.

More than a third of respondents said that electronic trading increased over
the past two years, and more than a third expect a further increase over the
next 12 months. But this growth is still from a relatively low base: 55% of
respondents conducted no more than 40% of their trades electronically in
2012 and for a third of respondents this method of trading accounted for
no more than 10% of their trades. Smaller firms seem less likely to trade
electronically: 41% of smaller firms (AUM <€5m) said they conducted less
than 10% of trades electronically. Buy-side firms need both electronic and
voice trading.

This amounts to a more complex and nuanced picture of the fixed-income
market than is sometimes portrayed in political discussions about regulatory
reform. But it is nevertheless the reality of which the EU authorities need to
take account when making decisions that will shape our markets for many
years to come. Rules that work with the grain of the markets will produce
significant benefits for those who use them and for the economy. Those
that fail to do so will impede the markets from fulfilling their vital functions
of serving investment in jobs and growth.   
This survey was carried out in November 2012 for AFME by Cicero Research.
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Methodology
Breakdown of survey respondents by type of organisation
and country of primary portfolio asset location

In total, 100 respondents completed the survey, conducted during 7-30
November 2012. The sample of investors, as broken down by type of
organisation, country of portfolio asset location1 and the type of fixed
income products that they invest in, is illustrated below:
Type of organisation (%)

5
10
30

Asset management
company

• 30% of respondents were from
asset management companies

Commercial bank

• 30% worked for commercial
banks

Life and pensions
company

25

• 25% worked for life and
pensions companies

General insurance
company
Hedge fund
30

3

Country of primary portfolio asset location (%)
• 21% of respondents’ portfolio
asset location was primarily in
the UK/Ireland

• 18% was primarily in Germany
• 14% was primarily in France

5

UK/ Ireland

21

7

Germany
France
Italy

8

Spain

10

18

12

4

5

N di
Nordics

Netherlands
Switzerland

14

1 Where this accounts for at least 40% of the portfolio, trades or analysis

Other
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All respondent organisations invest in bonds and fixed
income products and predominantly work on the buy-side

When asked in which bonds and fixed income products does the firm
predominantly invest, respondents gave the following replies:2

Bonds & fixed income products (%)

Credit‐ Investment Grade

86

Government Bonds/ UK gilts

82

Covered Bonds

77

Supranational/ Agencies

70

Emerging Markets Debt

68

Fixed Income Derivatives
Credit‐ High Yield

ABS‐ Asset Backed Security

65
62
46

3

2 Multiple responses were permitted for this question
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Key findings
Market trends
•
•
•

The majority of respondents said that fixed income trading 		
has increased over the past two years;
Liquidity has been patchy across the market;
For those that reported a decline in liquidity, this was
predominantly in the trading of credit-high yield, covered 		
bonds and credit-investment grade.

Electronic vs voice trading
•
•
•
•
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The majority of overall trading volumes in fixed income assets
are NOT executed electronically. Small firms trade a 			
smaller share of their assets electronically;
Over one-third of respondents said electronic trading has
increased over the past two years and they expected electronic
trading to increase over the next 12 months;
Price transparency and speed of execution were the primary 		
reasons when opting to trade electronically;
Ticket size and liquidity were the primary reasons when opting
to trade by voice.

MiFID II and voice trading
•

•

Commission proposal: requirement for brokers and trading

venues to publish quotes on a continuous basis upon which
multiple parties can act. AFME is concerned that this may make it
difficult for firms to conduct trading by voice.

Parliament: requirement to force all OTC voice trading to 		
take place under the transparency rules for investment firms.
AFME is concerned that this could reduce the amount of voice
trading.
•

•

In the survey, the majority of respondents (63%)
indicated that a choice of both electronic and 		
voice mediums are necessary to maintain
liquidity.
23% of smaller firms (AUM<€5m) said that they
prefer voice-only trading.

7

MiFID II mandatory transparency
•

Commission proposal: all quotes that investment firms agree
to provide must be firm. These quotes must be disclosed to other
clients and, below a certain size, are to be publicly disseminated.

•

Council draft text: introduces an obligation for investment 		

firms dealing in illiquid instruments to disclose quotes upon
clients’ requests. The obligation applies even if the investment
firm does not agree to provide the quote.

56% of investors polled said they believe that compulsory
disclosure of firm quotes without the opportunity to
tier prices (as proposed under the MiFID II pre-trade
transparency regime) will have a negative impact on
market activity through:
•

A decline in trading volumes;

•

An increase in the cost of trading; or

•

•

8

A reduction in transaction size (compromising the
execution of large orders);
A stop to trading altogether.

Market trends
Overall the majority of respondents say that fixed income
trading has increased over the past two years

How fixed income trading has changed over the past two years (%)
Increased

56

R
Remained
d similar
l

Decreased

• 56% of respondents said fixed
income trading has increased over
the past two years

24

20

8

Liquidity has been patchy across the market

How liquidity has changed over the past two years (%)

• 36% of respondents saw a decline
in liquidity
Increased

Remained similar

27

Decreased

Don’t know

• These declines were
predominantly in the high yield,
covered bonds and credit-investment
grade assets

36

Asset classes where liquidity has
declined (%)

36

Credit‐ High Yield

56

Covered Bonds

1

9

53

Credit‐ Investment Grade

50

Government Bonds/ UK gilts

39

Supranational/ Agencies

33

ABS‐ Asset Backed Security

Fixed Income Derivatives
Emerging Markets Debt

33
31
25

9

* Multiple answers allowed
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Electronic versus voice trading
The majority of overall trading volumes in fixed income
assets are NOT executed electronically
When asked what percentage of their organisation’s overall trading
volumes in fixed income assets in Europe were executed electronically in
2012, the respondents3 said the following:
Percentage of overall trading volumes in fixed income assets (in Europe)
executed electronically in 2012
12

33

15

• 33% of respondents
conducted no more than
10% of their trades
electronically in 2012

Up to 10%
11 to 25%

26 to 40%
41 to 60%
61 to 80%

7

81 to 100%
11

11

Don’t know

11

(Mean- 35%)

11

Small firms trade tend to trade a smaller share of their assets electronically
Percentage of overall trading volumes in fixed income assets (in Europe)
executed electronically in 2012, broken down by firm size (as measured by
assets under management, AUM)
9

• 41% of firms with AUM of
less than €5bn conducted no
more than 10% of their trades
electronically in 2012
• 21% of firms with AUM
exceeding €5bn conducted
no more than 10% of trades
electronically

15
5
9
12
9

41

15
10
14
10
14

Don’tt know
Don

81 to 100%
61 to 80%
41 to 60%

26 to 40%
11 to 25%
0‐10%
0
10%

21
Up to €5bn

10

17

€5 1bn+
€5.1bn+

3 Where this accounts for at least 40% of the portfolio, trades or analysis
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Over one-third of all respondents said electronic trading
has increased over the past two years
How electronic trading volumes in Europe have
changed over the past two years (%)

Increased

37

Remained similar
Decreased
Don’t
’ k
know

39

• 37% of firms said electronic
trading has increased

10

• 39% said electronic trading
has remained similar

14

13

....and over a third of respondents expect electronic trading
to increase further over the next 12 months
• 39% of firms expect electronic
trading to increase over the next
12 months

• 49% of firms expect electronic
trading to remain similar over the
next 12 months

How respondents expect electronic trading to
change over the next 12 months (%)
Increase

39

Remain similar

Decrease

Don’tt know
Don

49

1

11

11

14

Price transparency and speed of execution were the
primary reasons for the buy-side when choosing to trade
electronically

Important reasons why a firm would choose to trade electronically (%)
Price Transparency

73

Speed of Execution

68

Liquidity

53

C t Reduction
Cost
R d ti

5
52

Straight through processing

46

Certainty of Execution

43

Ticket Size

33

FX connectivity

Market Volatility

Anonymity

30
29

* Typically respondents gave 4-5 answers
* Multiple answers 15
allowed
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Ticket size and liquidity were the primary reasons for the
buy-side when choosing to trade by voice
Important reasons why a firm would choose to trade by voice (%)
Liquidity

52

Ticket Size

51

Certainty of Execution

44

Market Volatility

34

Price Transparency

31

Speed of Execution

29

Cost Reduction

12

Anonymity

25
8

* Typically respondents gave 2-3 answers
* Multiple answers allowed
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Overall investors believe that electronic and voice mediums
are necessary to maintain liquidity
Respondents were then asked what type of medium of trade facilitation
is necessary to maintain liquidity in the products that their organisation
trades. Base: All (n=100)

The medium of trade facilitation that is necessary to maintain liquidity for
the products in which the organisation trades (%)
4

4

13

Electronic only

2

14

Voice via a broker

Voice only, directly with
dealer
Both electronic and
voice

Not applicable‐ the
medium is irrelevant
Don’t know

63

• 63% of firms said they prefer
a choice of both electronic and
voice trading
• 14% preferred voice only,
directly with a dealer

17

Compared with large firms, more small firms expressed a
preference for voice-only trading

The medium of trade facilitation that is necessary to maintain liquidity for
the products in which the organisations trades (%)
3
5

55

5
2

Not applicable‐ the
medium is irrelevant
74

14
Up
p to €5bn

Both electronic and voice

Voice only
only, directly with
dealer
Voice via a broker

21
2

Don’tt know
Don

5
2

• 23% of small firms (AUM
of less than €5bn) said they
prefer voice only trading

• 5% of large firms (AUM of
more than €5bn) said they
prefer voice only trading

Electronic only

12

€5.1bn+

19

13

Impact of MiFID II
Commission proposal: all quotes that investment firms
agree to provide must be firm. These quotes must be
disclosed to other clients and, below a certain size, are to
be publicly disseminated.
Council draft text: introduces an obligation for investment
firms dealing in illiquid instruments to disclose quotes
upon clients’ requests. The obligation applies even if the
investment firm does not agree to provide the quote.

Our survey suggests that compulsory disclosure of firm quotes to other
market participants will have a negative impact on trading activity
How compulsory disclosure of firm quotes to other market participants will
impact trading activity (%)
Trading volumes will decrease

38

Transactions will be in smaller sizes

29

There will be no impact

24

Cost of trading will increase

21

Cost of trading will decrease

20

Trading volumes will increase

14

g sizes
Transactions will be in larger

Trading activity will stop

14

* Multiple answers allowed

12
6

• 56% of investors selected
one or more of the following
negative impacts: trading
volumes will decrease; trading
activity will stop; transaction
sizes will be smaller; cost of
trading will increase.

• The most popular response
was that trading volumes will
22
decrease (38% of respondents
selected this option)

Investor quotes
“The key is not to do a cut and paste job from
the equity market. I would be very
disappointed if they tried to do that. We can
inspire ourselves from the equity market but
do not have to copy it.
it Pre‐trade
Pre trade transparency
will not be more efficient. The Fixed Order
Book is a good idea, it is transparent and
anonymous, and it is from the buy side. People
are willing to show the price on that platform,
but they need to be given that choice.
Remember there are not the same volumes on
the equity and fixed income markets, so do not
treat them the same. “
Asset Management
g
company,
p y, France

“I think
thi k it iis very good
d how
h
th handle
they
h dl it iin America
A
i
with their trade system, where they show the price‐
transparency very clearly. Depending on the market
volumes they obtain, at a certain volume the price
gets published. This is completely different in
Europe and in Germany, where it results in problems
with the audit at end of year, because the price
doesn't get published. So in America they have this
central organ especially in regards to OTC‐business.
So there should be a central price publishing
register for the OTC‐trades. That is better for the
course‐price‐transparency and certainly
advantageous towards the auditors as well.”
Life & Pensions company, Germany

“It all relates to the volumes that we can get
done. Over‐regulation is a concern because
we are in danger of demonising bankers
and driving liquidity providers out of the
picture. Where will we get liquidity? Will
there be a buy‐to‐buy side? I think there
will be in the fullness of time. Will we
become liquidity providers ourselves?
These are all questions to consider.”

“Basically we are against
the MIFID 2 pre‐trade
transparency proposals.
We believe they harm
liquidity provision through
discounting in an active
market making situation ‐
this leads to a less liquid
product ((in the bond
p
market), increasing the
cost for borrowers to
borrow
23 as there will be a
demand for increasing
returns to compensate for
the increased risk.”
Life & Pensions company,
UK

UK Asset management company
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About our sponsor:

The BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL® service is the interactive financial information network that is Bloomberg’s core business. The
BLOOMBERG PROFESSIONAL service provides real-time and historical pricing, indicative data, reporting, research, estimates, analytics,
portfolio management tools, electronic trading and order management systems, multimedia events and electronic communications to
Bloomberg customers in more than 150 countries, 24 hours a day,
in a single integrated desktop solution that is securely accessible to
Bloomberg users on any enabled PC or workstation as well as on
handheld devices. Market participants use the BLOOMBERG
PROFESSIONAL service every day to help them make informed
business decisions and to execute transactions.
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Why Join AFME?
Be at the cutting edge of policy development
Influence regulatory reform
Take part in working groups
Help shape the single, coherent European industry voice that
speaks to regulators and policymakers

Keep up with the news on regulatory reform
Stay informed on proposed reforms across all asset classes
Get weekly and monthly updates on proposals and progress

Shape the development of best practice and 			
standardisation
Help develop processes and standard practices
Be at the forefront of market developments

Access events and professional networking
opportunities
Participate in regular AFME forums, conferences and seminars
Meet with Europe-wide peers in similar roles
Engage in a thriving and supportive wholesale capital markets
community

London office:
St Michael’s House
1 George Yard
London
EC3V 9DH
United Kingdom

Switchboard:
+44 (0)20 7743 9300
Facsimile:
+44 (0)20 7743 9301

Brussels office:
Square de Meeûs 38-40
1000 Brussels
Belgium
Switchboard:
+32 (2) 401 8724
Facsimile:
+32 (0)2 401 6868

